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ABSTRACT

Effectiveness of ventilation as a major means of controlling indoor air
qualily was evaluated by correlating concentrations of gaseous (CO and COr) and

p.tti..,t"te (¡otal) poliutants with two ventilation parameters. Although dif-
i"ru.rt ventilafion parameters express different asPects of ventilation, the
parameters selecred, CFM total supply air and CFM per persotl Çotal supply air,

"r" ",r.r".,81y 
serving As ventilation standaidS in Canada and the U.S. The data

came from 2l performãnc" i.rv"rtigations of rhechanically ventiLated office and

i.nsritutional buildings in Canada and the U,S. which rêport 4dequate vencíiation
information for evaluãti.,g interrelations among commonly used ventilation para-
meters to frequently measured indoOr Saseous and particulate pcllutants' Three

of these studies also experimenlalLy manipulated fresh air supplies.
Pollutants are differàntty affected by ventilation parameters depending on

their source and a con\plex oi builaittg and filter factors. concentrations of

CO, are decreased by increases in ventilaCion but not of C0 that appear to

depend primarily on infiltration from outdoo'rs, Concentration of particulates
trray Ue àeterminLd prir¡aiily by duct and filter proPerties and their mainten-

ance.
some buildings appear to mairìtain higher base.levels of pollutants thán

orhers regardless oi'"h..,g", in ventilaiion. This background level very likely
is the result of an equilibrium established for gases and particles that are

entrapped in enclosed spaces under normal operating conditions. The extent to
which this equit-i.brium is modified by ventilation parameuers may be signifi-
cantly influenced by building desigi features¡ But it apPears that reLiance
on ventilation parameterS alone may not be sufficient to control indoor
pollutants.
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lNTRODUCTION

Existing ventilation stàndards are bäsed on the assrrmptiofr that accepteble

air quality can be maintairred in modern, tighcly sealed buildings by the pro-

cess of dituciôn of recircùlated iàdoor âir v/ith outdoor or makeup air'

However, rièing eherg.t' costs for heatiùg àrrd cooling makeup air have made the

opÈion of dilution ihcreaslngly costly (ASHRAE 1982)'. Reductions in both

ventiÌation and energy use hâvê been accompanied by increasing heaIEh and

comfort coiÌrplaints among occuÞailts, often knov¡h ", 'ìÈick Brrii-ding Syndfoine''"

The ca¡lse is taiely defintteLy dtitermined but often suspected to be relâted tb

cotìponenrs of the buildin¿i or ãlt Supply systetn (¡tn'C tSgl9 Steriing and Ster-

line 19å31 Sterling et 41. f983)¡
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Ventilating system design is determined by projections of the amount of air =
needed to provide acceptable air quality and comfortable conditions to building
occuPants. Projections are based on building design factors and predictions of
best estimates of heating, cooling and occupancy loads. The totai amount of
air, lhe amount of outdoor air, and the amount of recirculaled air are specified
to meet the projected requirements of a building, based to a large extenÈ on

esti¡nated number oi individuals expected to occupy the building--they are
designed in. However, after completion and during its lifetime, actual loads
may exceed or fa11 shorÈ of designed-in parameters. Ventilation parameters

are usually given as overall measures that best express actual loads. The most

commonly used overall criterion for actual load is human occupancy. Using r-..:
actual count of occupants as a base yields another set of parameters measuring

ventilation eapacity in terms of the total, the outdoor, and the recirculated
amount of air supplied to each person actually occupying a building (on the
average). Thus, there are tt¡o sets of ventilation parameters to consider--Èhose
that have been designed into the building based on estimates and those calcu-
lated from actual use.

For purposes of manipulating ventilation for controlling quality of air, it
would appear to be of great importance to determine:

1. Are there didcrepancies betr¿een different measures of ventilation,
especially among the designed-in parameters and those affected by

actual occupancy?

2. If there are such discrepancies, which are the most suitable or effect-
ive measures of ventilation for the purpose of air quality control?

Data to help make these determinations have now become aveilable. A large
number of office buildings have been studied during the last few years in order
to determine the relationship of indoor pollutants either to health and comfort
complaints of occupants or to building characterisÈics. (Most studies were done

by Nr0sH and cDC, but many of them also by universiÈy-based and private re-
searchers.) Reports issued about most of these studies have been published.
These rePorts contain a large amount of data about features, contents, and uses
of the buildings, characteristics and reactions of occupants, measureoents on

specifics of ventiLationand the anbient environment, and other details. That
information \¡res coded (and clarified where needed, usually with the help of one

of the original investigators) and stored in a specially developed Building Per-
formance Database (Sterling et al. f985).* Among this eoded inforiation are
data from 21 locations in which investigators provided information on vent.ila-
tion characteristics of the buildings analyzed as well as levels of some key

*Documentation and use of the Building Performance Database is available through
Theodor D. sterling Ltd., 7o - l5o7 tr'l. l2th Avenue, vancouver, '8.c. v6J 2Ez
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tants.** These data are analyzed here'

METHOD

Twenty-one different locations in the data base were extracted, which gave

details about key ventilation characteristics including both the designed-in

parameters and those calculated from actual use. ventilation measures are

stated as cubic feet per minute, as percent of total air supply, and as air

changes per hour. ToEal, fresh, and recirculated air supplied per PerSon r'as

computed from the number of occupants actually counted. For each location it

r,ras then possible to determine:

1. Percent fresh makeuP air

2. Percent recirculated air

3. CFM fresh makeuP air

4. CFM recirculated air
5. CFM total suPPlY air
6. CFM per Person fresh makeuP air

7. CFM Per Person recirculated air

8. CFM per Person total suPPlY air

9. Actual occuPancy

In addition, information was available on a number of ConSistently measured

indoor pollutants.
Relationships among different measures of ventilation and betTnTeen 1evels of

ventilation and pollutant concenErations were intercorrelated across different

locations using the familiar Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficient

(usua11y given as "rtt). The correlation between tr¡o continuous variables

X1 and X2 ate comPuted bY:

r = b Sr/Sz
(l)

where b is,the best fitting line of regression betr¿een the tqTo continuous

variables, X1 and X2, and 51 and 52 are their standard deviations'

The use of r to express a relationship is most convenient, because the sign

of the correlation coefficient tells if a relationship is direct (i.e.,'r+") or

inverse (i.e., tt-tt), while the magnitude of rt \rhich takes on values betv¡een

lland-l,canbeusedtoevaluateifthepositiveornegativecoincidence

uses

ofl

at
one
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betr¡een the two sets of rneêsurements is greater than would be expected by chance

**The 21 studies used here are unpublished rePorts but are ava ilable on request

froro sponsoring agencies (oostly NIOSH and CDC). A detaíled list of references

will be made available on request'
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(or statistically significant at a particular 1evel of acceptable probabirity).
The results of the reanalysis of these data will be discussed in three

sections: P.art l, the inÈercomparison betú/een the different venÈilation
measuresl Part 2'. the relationship between ventilation and pollutant concentra-
tions across buildíngs; part 3: the relation of polrutants to ventiraËion
measures in specific buildings.

RESULTS PART I: INTERCOMPARISON BETI,ùEEN VENTILATION MEASURES

The relationship between ventilation parameters vras assessed by intercorrel-
ating different ways of measuring ventilation across the 2l locations. Resurts
of intercorrelating all ventilation measures and actual occupancy are summarized
in Table lA. Table LA gives an overview of all correlations that were statis-
tically significanr (!üith p S .05). Correlations that failed to reach a statis_
tically acceptable level are not shown in Table lAbut appear on Tables 18 and
1c' (For instance, cfm recirculated air correlates positively and very sub-
stantially with cfm fresh makeup air (r = +.g7), but iÈ fails to correlate
signif icantly r^rith acÈua1 occupancy. )

It is immediately apparent that (1) designed-in ventilation parameters, cfm
recirculaEed air, cfm total supply air and cfm fresh makeup air are highly
intercorrelated (total supply air is correlated r¡ith fresh air with r = .g9;
with recirculated air with r = .99; and recirculated air is correlated with
fresh air v¡ith r = .87), and (2) ventilation parameters based on occupancy
(cfm per person recirculated air, cfm per person totar supply aír, and cfm per
person fresh makeup air) are also highry intercoirelated. Total supply air per
person is correlated r¿ith fresh air per person with r = .88 and recirculaÈed
air per Person with r = .99. Fresh air per person is correlated with recircu-
lated air per person with r = ,84.

Both of these clusters of intercorrelaÈions are expectec. The cluster of
designed-in parameters ought to intercorrelate highly, because they all meet a
conìmon set of requirements and expectations. The cluster of parameters \rith
resPect to occuPancy also ought to have a high intercorrelation, because not
only were they designed to meet a conmon set of requirements about expected
occupancy but they v¡ere modified by a possibre relationship of expectation
about occupancy r¿ith actual occupancy.

However, with one exception, the intercorrelations between the designed-in
ventilation parameters and parameters based on occupancy are smal1 änd statis-
tically not significant. The single exception is the correlation betr¡een fresh
air per Person and total fresh air v¡ith r = .4L. All the correlation coeffic-
ients Lretween these two sets of variables are shown in Table 18. with one
single excepÊion then, designed-in ventilation parameters are poorly related to
ventilation Parameters that are based on actual use and occupancyo (The remain-
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ing intercorrelations are shown in Table lC. They are sroall and not statistic-

ally significant with one exception.)

A further clue to the pattern of complex interrelationships between ventila-

tion measures is the negative correlation shown in Table 1A between actual

occupancy and fresh air per person. This correlation is statistically signifi-

cant and negaÈive (r = -.37, p < .05). This negative correlation is in stark

contrast to the correlation between total fresh air and occupancy, which is

highly significant and positive (r = +.56, p < .01).
Thus, as would be expected, as occupancy increases, the amount of fresh air

provided to each person appears to decrease. This inverse relationship clearly
appears in Figure 1, the scattergram between occupancy and fresh air per person.

Insofar as the designed-in supply of fresh air is based on an estimate of

the number of people anticipated to oecupy the premises, one would exPect a

positive and significant correlation between fresh air per person and number of

people actually ptesent. However, the correlaEion between the calculated value

of fresh air per person and occupancy actually present is negative. This nega-

tive correlation indicates that while it may be true that the amount of fresh

air supplied to a space increases wíth increases in estimated occupancy, the

increase is not proportionate to the actual amount of individuals who occupy

thaË space once the building is built. ln other words, the number of individ-
uals who actually occupy a space tend to be consistently larger than Èhe number

of individuals who were expected to occupy that space. One important, conse-

quence is that the amount of fresh air supplied per person actually decreases

as the number of people occupying a space increases.

Discussion - Part I
NoÈ all ventilation parameters, then, measure the same aspect of ventilation.

Total fresh air and fresh air per person may be very different measures of

ventilation. Total fresh air is the additive, predicted fresh air requirement

based on certain assumptions regulating heating, cooling and air quality for a

building of a given size, expected use, and occupancy. These factors are

building-dependent and do not necessarily increase r¿ith an increase in the

population using the premises. One reason for the low interrelat.ion between

some ventilation parameters appears to be a systematic underestimate of future

building use at the time when the building is designed.

RXSULTS PART IT: RELATIONS BETI^IEEN VENTILATION PARA}4ETERS AND POLLUTANT

CONCENTRATIONS

Next we explored the relation between the differént ventilation parameters

and concentrations of pollutants measured in tightly sealed buildings. Table 2

shows the correlation between (t) ttre total amount of air provided and (2) the
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amount of air provided per person with leve1s of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,

particulates, and hydrocarbons measured inside tightly sealed buildings. (In a

previous ASHRAE publieation, the authors reported on the average coneentrations

of these pollutants measured (Steiling et 41. 1983). For carbon dioxide, the av-

erage 1evel measured in 23 buildings was 369 ppm; for carbon monoxide, the aver-

age level measured in 53 buildings was 2.25 ppn; for particulates, the average

level measured in 16 buildings rras .028 mg/m; and for hydrocarbons, in 57 build-
ings only trace leve1s were found.) The correlation between total air and car-

bon dioxide is negaÈive and significant (r = -.85, p < .01). This result is ex-

pected. Carbon dioxide is primarily an indoor source generated by occupants.

As total air supply increases, carbon dioxide decreases. However, the correla-
tion between total air and hydrocarbons is positive and significant (r = .85,

p < .0i). As total air supply increases, hydrocarbon concentraËions also in-
crease. Hydrocarbons thus are primarily an outdoor source. Neither carbon mon-

oxide nor particulate leve1s appear to be relaÈed to total air measurements. The

results are similar for the relation between the amount of air provided per per-

son with levels of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, particulates, and hydrocar-

bons measured in tightly sealed buildings. TotaI air per person shows signifi-
cant negative correlation with carbon dioxide (r ='.62, p < .05), and no

correlation r.¡ith'particulates, carbon monoxide, or hydrocarbons.

Discussion - Part 1I t

Carbon dioxide concentrations are often used to predict the 1evel of accepta-

bility of indoor air quality, which implies acceptability of indoor contaminant

1eve1s. Hor¿ever, observations from actual buildings show that carbon dioxide 1e-

vels respond differently to changes in the amount of air provided for ventilation

(total air and total air per person) than other consistently measured indoor

pollutants, specifically hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and particulates.
particulates are not relaÈed to total air and total air Per Person. Ilowever,

concentrations of hydrocarbons, which in a way may also be thought of as primar-

ily introduced from outdoors, increase significantly with the total amount of air

supplied. The increase in concentraÈion of very small particles could be accoun-

ted for by torn or poorly maintained filters, which fail to remove smaller par-

ticles from the suPPlY air.
The relationships between ventilation and both carbon monoxide and carbon

dioxide are of considerable interest. Both are gaseous air constituents. If
the major sources of each are indoors, then they should both show significant
and substantial reductions with increased ventilation. This is not the case.

Carbon dioxide is reduced by increased ventilation but carbon monoxide is not.

The major proportions of carbon monoxide found indoors apPear to infiltrate the

building fabric from outdoors. Thus a high leve1 of carbon monoxide measured

outsiCe a building r¡ould indicate that the indoor leve1 is also elevated.

Measurement data from 143 buildings presented by Sterling et al. (1983) at the
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ASHRAE f.lashington, DC, meeting lends support to this explanation. These find-

ings also agree with revie\Ís and studies in the published literature, which show

carbon monoxide measured indoors consistently sinilar to the ambient outdoor

1evel (Sterling et a1. 1982; Yocum L982).

RESULTS PART III: RELATION OF POLLUTANTS TO VENTILATION I4EASURES IN SPECIFIC

BUILDINGS

Is venËilation an effective means of reducing levels of pollutanEs in sealed

buildings? The ansr¡er aPPears to be yes and no.

Carbon dioxide generated indoors can be reduced by ventilation; however' none

of the other pollutants consistently measured in tightly sealed buildings res-

conds significanrly to ventilation. Three of the studies supplying data for

this analysis monitored pollutant levels simultaneously with manipulation of

ventilation rates. Pollutants measured include carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,

particulates and hYdrocarbons.

Table 3 presents consolidated results of these three studies. Here the rela-

tion of pollutant levels with variations of ventilation rates can be seen within

the same building. The table presents ventilation measures as they could be

determined from the reports obtained from the investigators. Turiel et al.

(198f) at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory measured indoor leve1s of pollutants

in a new San Francisco office building under I57. and 1002 fresh air conditions.

Berk et a1. (Lg7g), also at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, measured pollu-

tants in a nerr high school under 5.L7",8,47., and 452 fresh air conditions.

Salisbury et al. (1980) measured pollutants on six different floors of a 36-

srory new office building in Atlanta. Ventilation conditions varied f.ton 13-27"

to 29.57" fresh air. For Berk and Salisbury, only lowest and highest fresh air

conditions are shown for purposes of comparison.

In all three cases, carbon dioxide was the only pollutant to decrease signif-

i.cantly with increased fresh air ventilation. Carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons,

,nd particulates appear to maintain a steady leve1 within each building. Carbon

monoxide appeared to reflect outdoor 1eve1s at all times. Hydrocarbons decrease

slightly in the Turiel study but remain constant and appear to be partly an

outd.oor source in the Salisbury st.udy. Particulates increase slightly in the

Salisbury study and decrease slightly in the Turiel study'

Discussion - Part III
An asymptotic relation very 1ike1y exists for contaminants found in modern

buildings. Buildings maintain base levels of commonly measured potrlutantsl

Cohtaminant leve1s measured Eend to be building-dependent. Increased ventila-

tion reduces the level of carbon dioxide. llowever, other contaminants including

carbon monoxide and particulates, respond more to outdoor levels than Eo indoor
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sources. In specific buildings with large occupancy leve1s and small volumes,
iricreased ventilation may be an effective means of reducing carbon dioxide and
other indoor-generated contaminants to acceptable 1eve1s. However, a better
means for controlling carbon monoxide and particulates v¡ou1d be by control or
filtration of outdoor air.

CONCLUSTONS

The current ventilation standard, ASHRAE 62-L981 (ASHRAE l98l), as its pre-
decessor ASHRAE 62-73 (ASHRAE 1973), is based primarily on charnber srudies such
as those conducted in the 1930s by yaglou et aI. (1936)o Results were based on
occupancy and reported in cfm per person of fresh air ventilation needed to
provide "odor freert environments (l^loods 1979). In the 50 years since the yaglou
studies, significant advances have occurred in both air quality and ventilation
measurement technology. AIso in the past l0 years, both ventilation an{ air
quality have been measured similtaneously in investigative studies of many mod-
ern sealed buildings (Berglund et a1. 1984). For the purpose of setting ventil-
ation standards to maintain acceptable indoor air quaLity, it would appear to be
of greatest importance nor¡r to review actual building ventilation system perform-
ance as the basis for a new consensus ventilation standard. lùe have seen that:

l. Some ventilation measures, such as the level of carbon dioxide, are more

sensitive to occupancy requirements than are others. A1so, ,and more

importantly' current practice in ventilating system design may underesti-
mate actual occupancy Ioads.

2. Pollutants respond differently to ventilation. No one pollutant can serve
as a predictor of total air quality.

3. Air quality may be largely bui.lding-dependent. Buildings maintain an

ambient 1eve1 of contaminants based on configuration, loca.tion, indoor
activities, occupancy, materiars, equipment, and maintenance. Once a

building is operational, manipulation of ventilation may have only a smal1
impact on the base leve1 of indoor pollutants.
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TABLÊ 1A

ALL INTERCORRELAÍIONS BEÍWEEN VENTILATION PARAI\¡ETERS THAT ARE STAIISTICALLY SIGNIFI'
CANTWITH p(0.05

a p<OO5
+p<o.o1

TABLE 1 B

ALL INTERCOBRELATIONS BETWEEN DESIGNED-IN VENTILATION PARAMETERS (CFIVI FRESH, RECIRCU.

LATEO AND TOTAL AIRI AND VENTILATION PARAMETERS BASED ON ACTUAL OCCUPANCY (CFM FRESH,

RECIRCULATED AND TOTAL AIR PER ACTUAL NUIVÎBER OF PERSONS USING PREMISES). RELEVANT

VAR IABLES ARE UNSHADED.

y< P <OO5

10

- gg+ 1.o

1.o

e7+ 1.o

99+ 1089+

41), 1.o

1.og4+

8g+ 99+ 1.o

56+ - 37+ 10

-.o1 +02+A1x

+32 +.2Q +.22

+.20+.31 + .17

\\\\\ ù\\\\
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fABLE 1C

REMAINING INTERCORBELATIONS NOI SHOWN IN TABLES 1A AND 1B' RELEVANT VARIABLES ARE

UNSHADEO.

* p <o.o1

TABLE 2

PRoDUCTMoMENTCoRRELATIoNSoFToTALCFIVIANDToTALCFM/PERSoNWITHLEVELSoFcoM-
MONLY MEASURED INDOOR AIR POLLUTANTS FROM 21 CASË' STUDIES

Pollutant c FM (total ) CFM/oerson (total )

Cerbon dioxide

CarÞon monoxide

Pa rt i cul ates

Hydrocerbons

- not signif icant

10

- 99 I 1.o

\\N+,O 9 +,O2

-.22 r22

\\\il+.2O-23

)ir' iù\¡T+ 17 -.32

, ìl:O\',-20 -01

\t,\¡roi. 
t

,\ i\\ \r)\t- tõ -07

-17 1.o+24 +21 -31-16 +30

r ppr
<.o5- .62-,85 <.o1

13-.o7
+ .28+. 0.6

+ .31<.o1+.85
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TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF POLLUTANT LEVELS WITH VENTILATION MEASURES IN THREE BUILDING AIR OUALI
TY INVESTIGATIONS

Ventilation paremeters TURIEL et al BERK et al SALISBURY et al

'/. Frcsh a¡r

'/. Rec¡rculated eir

CFM/person (lresh)

cFM/person ( cecirculated)
CFM/penson ( totat)

Ain cnanges/hour ( totat)
Air chenges/hour ( fresh)

Pollution mcesures

Carbon dioxide ppm

cerbon monoxide ppm

HydnocaîÞons m9/m3

Perticulates m9 /m3

FIGURE 1

SCATTERGRAM SHOWING THE INVERSE RELATIONSHIP EETWEEN CFfuI/PERSON FRESH I\4AKEUP AIR
AND ACTUAL COUNTED OCCUPANCY IN 21 INSTANCES
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3.12 -4,A 2.4 -3_96

o.49 -O.72 2.4- 3.96
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13 6 4.O 3.5 5
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